
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF USING MOBILE COMPUTING

TECHNOLOGY TO MONITOR PATIENTS

Advantages & Disadvantages: Real Time Health Monitoring Devices collaboration platform deployed on technology
solutions like Philips Lumify Tracking patient monitoring and drug management has become possible.

These new technical devices are designed to make administration of the hospital run smoothly as these devices
also help doctors and nurses. Mirmah, Tehran. Master Thesis. This device has helped patients be accountable
and not have to rely on doctors and nurses as much on their health conditions. Saves money. Francis S. Study
of agent- based systems that mentioned in table 1 and articles about the multi-agent systems shows that agents
can maintain the autonomy of the collaborating participants, improve the performance of a computerized
system in terms of interoperability, scalability and re configurability, integrate disparate operating
environments, coordinate distributed data, such as patient records held in different departments within a
hospital or in several hospitals. One reason for the popularity of mobile devices in healthcare is convenience.
However on top of all this, cyber security is a major concern. RPM allows doctors to reach out to potential
patients. Examples of peripheral devices are blood pressure cuff, pulse oximeter, and glucometer. Mobile
devices are changing this dynamic. Applications, challenges, and prospective in emerging body area
networking technologies. Bogdanova ocsico. In Press, Accepted Manuscript - Note to users. International
Journal of Industrial Ergonomics. Using them without proper standards can lead to unsafe practices and breach
of patient privacy. PDA with laptop and desktop computer can establish clear and transparent data sharing.
There is no way to ensure that the patient has understood the instructions or is following the procedures
properly. While there is a potential advantage for mobile health programs, many challenges exit for
developing and implementing these tools. By improving workflows and increasing the speed with which
physicians can access critical information, Wi-Fi can play an important role in improving the efficiency of
care provided by hospitals. In deliver health care to chronic disease patient, considering social and human
aspects and having systematic view is essential.


